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IS THERE A POINT OF ta* THAT SEES ALL OTHERS?
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(Communicated by Thomas J. Jech)

ABSTRACT. If the cardinal c of the continuum is singular and p is an ultrafilter

on u! of character c, then there is an ultrafilter q on ta which is not comparable

to p in the Rudin-Keisler order.

1. Introduction. Beginning with the 1956 proof ([6, Theorem 1.5], attributed

to H. Kenyon) that there are 2C order-isomorphism classes of ultrafilters on ta, it

has been clear that not all nonprincipal ultrafilters look alike. It is thus surprising

that the following question (asked by van Mill in [5]) remains open: Is there a

nonprincipal ultrafilter on ta which looks more or less like all of the others? That

is, is there a nonprincipal ultrafilter on ta which is comparable to all others in the

Rudin-Keisler order? We take the points of ßta, the Stone-Cech compactification

of the set ta of finite ordinals, to be the ultrafilters on ta, the principal ultrafilters

being identified with points of ta. The points of ta* = ßta\ta are the nonprincipal

ultrafilters. Given p,q G ßta one says p < q (in the Rudin-Keisler order) if and

only if there exists /: ta —► ta whose canonical extension /* to ßta sends q to p.

(See [2, Chapter 9, 5, §3, or 1] for historical information and numerous results on

the Rudin-Keisler order.) Given /: ta —» ta and p,q G ßta one easily sees that the

statements f0{q) = p, (VA G q){f[A) G p) and (VA G p){f~1[A] G q) are equivalent.

Thus, if p < q one has that all of the structure of p is present in q. It is in this

sense that p "looks more or less like" q. (It is known [7] that there is a subset of ta*

of size 2C, no two members of which are comparable in the Rudin-Keisler order.)

It seems to the author intuitively clear that if the character of p, denoted by x(p)>

is c (that is, if p is not generated by fewer than c sets), then there is some q which

is not comparable to p. We prove this fact here under the additional assumption

that c is a singular cardinal. (It is somewhat surprising that the singular case is

easier to handle.)

The intuitive reason for adding the assumption that x(p) = c can be appreciated

by considering the extreme. If x(p) = L that is if p is principal, then for all q G ßta,

p < q.

2. The results. The idea of the construction is simple enough. Given p G ta*,

there are only c functions from ta to ta which one writes as {fa)a<c- One constructs

q noncomparable to p by adding at stage a, Aa such that /Q[Aa] ^ p (so f£{q) ^ p)

and /~ 1[Aa] £ p (so f£{p) / q). The only problem with the construction is that
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one may finish too soon; the set {Aa : a < a} may generate an ultrafilter q with

q < p. The following easy result summarizes when this simple construction works.

(I know from conversation that Theorem 2.1 was obtained independently by van

Mill.)

2.1 THEOREM. Let p G ta* and assume that for all r < p, x(r) = c. Then there

exists q G ta* such that q is not comparable to p.

PROOF. Enumerate uta as {fa)a<c- We inductively construct (Aa)a<c so that

for each a

{1) fa[Aa]£p,

(2)/a-1[^]^P, and

(3) {Aa : a < a} has the uniform finite intersection property. (That is, if F is a

finite subset of {a: a < a}, then | f)a€F -^l = w0

Let a < c and assume we have constructed (Aa)a<a. Let 3§ = {Ac: a <

a}l> {D Ç ta: \ta\D\ < ta}. Then ¿$ has the uniform finite intersection property.

We first produce C such that /~ 1[C] £ p and 38 U {C} has the uniform finite

intersection property.

It may be that 3§ generates an ultrafilter r. In this case x{r) ^ 1^1 < c so

r £ p so f${p) t¿ r. Pick C G r such that /~ 1[C] £ p. Otherwise pick distinct r

and s with âS C r and 3§ Ç s. Pick E G r\s. Then f^[E] (1 f-^taXE) = 0 so

pick C G {E,ta\E} with fcx\C\ £ p.
Nowletff = {f)5r:,9rC&\J{C},5r¿0, and |^"| < ta}. Now|{/Q[B]: B G

&}\ < c so {/Q[ß] : B G W} does not generate p. Pick D Cía such that D £p and

ifa[B] '■ B G W} U {D} has the finite intersection property. It now suffices to show

that W\j{f~l[D\} has the finite intersection property. (For then, since W contains

the cofinite sets, W U {/~ 1[D]} has the uniform finite intersection property. We

then let Aa =Cn/-1[D].)

Since W is closed under finite intersections, we let B gW and show BC\f~x [D] ^

0. But this follows immediately from the fact that fa[B] D D ^ 0.     D

2.2 COROLLARY. If for all p G ta*, x(p) = c {in particular if Martin's Axiom,

or just "p = c"), then for all pGta* there exists q G ta* which is not comparable to

V-

The referee has suggested the following alternative proof of the "in particular"

part of Corollary 2.2 which avoids the use of Theorem 2.1: It is well known that

p = c implies the existence of 2C Ramsey ultrafilters. Any nonprincipal ultrafilter

p is above at most c of these by definition of the Rudin-Keisler order, and is below

no additional ones, since Ramsey ultrafilters are Rudin-Keisler minimal. So p is

incomparable with most of the Ramsey ultrafilters.

2.3 THEOREM. Assume cf(c) = k < c and p G ta* with \{p) = c- Then there

exists q G ta* which is not comparable to p.

PROOF. Pick a sequence (7Q)Q</c which is cofinal in c and pick by [4] a c x c

matrix of independent sets {Aa¿)a,8<c- That is, given a, 7,6 < c with 7 t¿ ó one has

|Aa)¿nAQj7| < ta and given finite F Ç c and p: F —» c, one has | H^gf ^a,ii{a)\ = w-

Let Jt = {/ G "ta: for all x G ta, /"MM] £ P}- We show first that

(*) if f gJ? and a < c, then \{6 < c: /-1[Aa,¿] Gp}| < 1.
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Indeed, given 7 < 6 < c one has |Aa>^ D AQ]¿| < ta so if / 1[A„i¿ n AQi7] G p, then

UxeAa¡6nAa,1 /"Mí*}] e P so some /"Mi*}] e P' a contradiction.

Now enumerate ^# as (fa)a<c- F°r each a < k, we choose /¿(a) < c such that

for all a < 7Q, fa~1[Aa¡fi^} £ p. (This is possible by the observation (*).)

Let S?o — {AQiM(Q) : a < k} L) {B C ta : \ta\B\ < ta}. Enumerate "ta as (ga)c<c

with the identity as go. Let a be given with 0 < a < c and assume we have chosen

{séT : t < a} so that, for each r < a:

(1) séT has the finite intersection property;

(2) if r¡ < t, then sén Ç séT;

(3) \séT\ < max{/c, |r|}; and

(4) there exists D G séT such that gT [D] £ p.

All hypotheses hold at r = 0. (For (4) observe that go G ¿€ and Qq 1 = go-)

Let SB = {f)F: F C \JT<!TséT, F ± 0, and |^| < ta}. Now |U<CT^I <

Er<a Kr| < max{/c, |cr|> so |^| < max{rc, \a\} < c. Thus |{ff0[ö] : B G 3§}\ < c

so, since x(p) = c, pick r ^ p in ßta such that {<7<t[-B] : # € ^"} Ç r. Pick C G r\p

and let .a^ = \JT<(rséT U {¡7,7 MC]}- To see that .»4 has the finite intersection

property, let Fbea finite subset of \JT<aséT. Then f|«^" € ^ so g„\f)<%r] € r

and hence SalH^] RC ^ 0- Thus H^TlikMC] 7e 0 as required.
The induction being complete, pick q G ßta with \}a<cséa % q. Since {B Ç

ta: \ta\B\ < ta} C .sé Ç q, we have q G ta*. By hypothesis (4) we have p ■£ q.

To see that q ¿ p, let /i G ww. If /i G ̂ #, pick <r such that h = fa and pick a < k

such that a < 7Q. Then Aa<M(a) G g while /i~1[Aa,p(a)] ^ p. Finally assume

h^J( and pick z G ta such that /i-1 \{x}\ G p. Then rV(p) — x ^ q.    D

A family .£/ Ç 3s{ta) is called an "independent family" provided, whenever 9~

and & are disjoint finite subsets of sé, one has \Ç\F\\}'§\ = w (or, if ¡F — 0,

\a\ [J &\ = ta). It is reasonable, based on the above proof and several similar proofs

in [5], to hope that given p G ta* and a suitably chosen independent family sé one

could choose for each / e"w some A G sé with f[A] £ p. Our last result shows

that this is not possible.

2.4 THEOREM. Let sé be an independent family. Then there is some f G "ta

such that f[A] is cofinite for all A GSé.

PROOF. Consider first the possibility that \sé\ < ta. Then \f]sé\ = ta30 pick

f G "ta with f[f\sé} = ta.
Thus \sé\ > ta so choose a one-to-one sequence (Bn)n<ul in sé. Let Co = ta\Bo

and for 0 < n < ta, let Cn = f\t<n Bt\Bn. Note that for t < n, CtC\Cn = 0. Define

/ G "ta by f\Cn) = {n} and (for defmiteness) f\f\n<u Bn] = {0}. Let A G sé.

If A = Bt for some t, then for n > t we have Cn Ç A so that f[A] D {n Gta: n >

t}.

We thus have that A ^ {£?„ : n < ta}. But this is better. We have A n Cn jí 0

for each n so that f[A] = ta.    D
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